PinPoint Solutions:
Healthcare Services Practice Area
Partnering for Success: Functional & Industry Expertise
At PinPoint Solutions, we provide a customized solution for each search we work. I run the Healthcare Services Industry for my firm. oost
of my day is spent recruiting for companies providing healthcare services from facilities management, IT build-out, customized software,
sterilization solutions, or supply chain services to name a few. As a firm, we do a lot of work in the manufacturing space. I have colleagues
who specialize in other tangent industry verticals such as oedical Device and Pharmaceuticals.
In addition to industry expertise, we also have Recruiters that specialize in a function, such as HR, Engineering, Supply Chain, Quality, Accounting & Finance and Operations. In addition to the Healthcare Services practice area, I also manage the Sales & oarketing functional area
for my firm. These functions represent
a bulk of the demand we see in the
marketplace today.
Our firm is unique in the aspect that we
partner with each other. Though our clients
have a constant one point of contact, we
assemble a unique team of industry and
functional recruiting expertise behind the
scenes. For example, if I start a search for a
Director of Human Resources, I can partner
with our Human Resources Practice Area and
round out my functional expertise. Likewise,
if our Supply Chain Practice Area brings in a
search, with a major healthcare services
provider, I can jump in and bring the industry
expertise. Through these partnerships, we
combine networks to form a more complete
understanding of how the role fits in the
market and the steps needed to fill it.

Our Team

Christine Hall
HR & Operations

oelissa Poole
Quality & CI

oary Hain
Supply Chain

Dan O’Connor
Engineering

Sara Kosmer
Sales & oarketing

Stacey Erlanbach
Accounting & Finance

PinPoint Solutions:
Healthcare Services Practice Area
Expertise: Sara Kosmer
Sara Kosmer started her career in recruiting with PinPoint Solutions nearly 10 years ago. After a year
or two in Contingency, she moved to our retained division, Westport Intl (www.westportintl.com),
and founded our company’s internal research department. She spent several years working in the
background sourcing candidates for executive-level openings across the organization. Since then,
she has moved back to PinPoint Solutions, bringing with her a search approach to contingency.
Sara has her Bachelors from the University of Dayton.

Sara Kosmer
Practice Area Director,
Healthcare Services
O: 864.271.8874
sara@pin-pointsolutions.com

Sara is thrilled to lead our Healthcare Services Practice Area. She has worked across all functions of
the organization from Supply Chain, Sales, HR, Operations, Quality, oarketing, CI/Lean, Accounting,
and Finance. She brings a wealth of knowledge to the practice with years of sourcing top talent from
hard to fill individual contributors to the Vice President-level.

